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German as a Native Language - German as a Foreign Language

Similarities and Differences

Both DaM (German as a native language) and DaF (German as a foreign language) students take the same language
proficiency exams A1, A2, DSD I, and DSD II. The A1 and A2 exams are taken at the same grade levels in DaM and DaF.
However, to give the students more time to prepare, German as a foreign language students take the DSD I and DSD
II exams one year later than their German-as-a-native-language peers.

The instructional approach is different for DaM and DaF, as follows.

In the DaM (German as a native language) classes, each grade level is exposed to specific topics regarding grammar,
orthography, style, and literature. Theses classes work with German books for native speakers. Instruction largely
corresponds to how German is taught to native speaking children in Germany. Grammar topics are not explicitly
taught as new subject matter, but practiced while providing theoretical foundations. English is only used for
comparisons. Orthography and spelling rules are introduced in grade levels 1-7, but are only reviewed after that.
Students in higher grade levels are supposed to already know how to correctly apply spelling and punctuation rules.
Similarly, knowledge about Germany and German culture is expected and used in the classroom. Students study
vocabulary individually, depending on the gaps in their knowledge. Specific vocabulary word lists pertaining to native
speakers’ language use are practiced in grades 1-4, but students are generally expected to be already familiar with a
broad range of vocabulary.

In the DaF (German as a foreign language) classes, on the other hand, vocabulary from all aspects of everyday life is
taught and practiced. Sentence structures, rules pertaining to grammar and spelling, as well as patterns for written
language are learned and practiced systematically from the beginning. Every year, more grammar, orthography, and
style rules are added as students’ language skills improve. Knowledge about German culture is integrated into
textbooks and built upon every school year. German-as-a-foreign-language classes use books that are tailored to
their needs in that they contain suitable materials and explain grammar accordingly. In our lower grades, grammar
and orthography rules may be explained in English even though classes are taught in German. More emphasis is
placed on practicing particularly challenging grammar and language topics, and much time is spent on review. This
approach empowers our students not only to engage with all topics of everyday life, but also to pass language
proficiency exams. After they pass the DSD II exam, their German is deemed proficient enough to study at a German
university.


